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This is the case involving the murder of
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The Birmingham Office has furnished information
received from Assistant United States Attorney
(AUSA) Macey
Taylor who received it from Arthur Hanes, one
of James Earl Ray's
former attorneys. Hanes is a former Bureau Agent
and an
individual who will do anything for publicity.
He is known to
be closely affiliated with the United Klans of
America and ss
an attorney has represented many Klan members.
AUSA Taylor advised that Hanes contends that
was involved in a lzunrunnin: cons i r a c wi h one
one
one
and on
anes c ai d the gay wa:, in emphis at t e time
V s voting of King for the purpose of
disposing of these
weapons (rifles and other automatic weapons) to
black militants
in that city and the guns were obtained through
Pascagoula,
- Mississippi, implying that they came from outsid
e the country.
Hanes also told AUSA Taylor that when he reviewed
the
evidence as Ray's attorney he noted that one rifle
slug which
had been obtained from the body of the victim
was not mutilated
beyond comparison purposes but he had been inform
ed that only
partial fragments of the fatal bullet were recove
red which would
preclude possible identification. It is to be
noted that only
tone bullet slug was recovered from King's body and
although
because of mutilation it cannot be identified
as having been fired
i from the suspect gun, it was the type of projec
tile which would
have been fired from such weapon. No information has
been developed
to substantiate any conspiracy involving James
Earl Ray in connection with the King murder or any so called gunrun
ning.
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Although investigation to date has failed to connec
t
Ray with any gunrunning, At is felt Manes shoul
d-be-1111.6ffinwed
frr any additional details so that it can be
ppropriately run out.
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Reurairtel 9-26-69.
You should interview Arthur Hane
s for all details
may have relative to alle ged gunr
unning conspiracy involvin g he
James Earl Ray as outlineJ in urai
rtel 9-26-69, in order that
appropriate action can be take
n to run out such alleg ati
ons. Hanes
should be thoroughly pinned down
for specifics.
For your additional information
you will recall that
only one bullet slug was recovere
d from King's body which was
mutilated to the extent that it
d not be identified as having
been fired from the suspect gun coul
although it was the type of
projectile which could have bee
n fired from such weapon

.

Handle and advise resu
and include your recommendations lts of interview within 5 days
as to any further action to be
taken on the results of this inte
rview. SuLIIM suitable for
dissemination on pertinent informa
tion in reairtel and results
of interview. Conduct no inve
stigation on this aspect UACD.

1 - Memphis (Info) (44-1987)
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